Harvest

Natural Fit
Making people’s outdoors experiences better: It’s what we do and, in Loll Designs, we
found the perfect partner to keep that mission going. Loll Designs shares our enthusiasm
for good design that fits the spirit of the outdoors−fresh, natural, and inviting.

Shared Experiences
The Harvest table brings us together, whether friends, coworkers, or classmates, to share
our experiences outdoors. It celebrates the good life for those who work hard and relax
harder. It invites us to “settle in” and share a conversation, a meal, a goal, a laugh, or simply
to enjoy the view.

Casual Done Right

A. 

B.

A. Optional LED luminaire accessory available
in two heights: 6” and 14.25”
B. Pigments are integrated into the high-density
polyethylene (HDPE), not surface applied.
Metal components are finished with proprietary
Pangard II® HAPS, VOC, and lead-free
polyester powdercoat that resists chipping,
peeling, and fading

C.

C. The surface’s two “slabs” are reminiscent
of a wooden harvest table, a familiar symbol of
communal activity
D. 4 colors: leaf green, apple red, sunset orange,
charcoal grey

The HDPE surface won’t get too hot or cold and requires low-to-no maintenance.
Harvest’s colors are blended into the plastic, and a UV-resistant compound is added
to the pigment, ensuring years of leaf green, apple red, sunset orange, or charcoal
gray vibrancy. The metal structure and legs are finished with a matte powdercoat that
resists fading and chipping.

Fun in Function
Some of our best moments are made outdoors, and Harvest is here to help.
It’s generous size comfortably gathers four people on each side of the table in daylight
or moonlight. An optional light spanning table center sets the mood − think candlelight
or campfire. Kick back and rest your feet on the metal understructure. Enjoy.

Good Green Fun
The Harvest table and bench tops are made of 100% post-consumer recycled plastic,
keeping a lot of milk jugs from landfills−1224 for the seated-height table, 936 for the
standing-height table, and 380 for each bench, to be exact. The tables are manufactured
with nearly zero waste, and, at the end of their useful life, your Harvest table and benches
can be recycled.
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Standing-Height

Dining-Height

Bench

54.25” x 94.75” x 36.75”

36.25” x 94.75” x 47.75”

18.75” x 94” x 15.25”
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